
Sandra is a partner in our corporate finance team. Named ‘Dealmaker of the Year’ in 2023 following her
recognition as ‘Emerging Dealmaker of the Year’ by Insider Midlands Dealmakers Awards 2022, Sandra has
advised on some of the firm’s highest profile transactions.

Being a board member of our international group, Sandra is known for driving the firm’s international ambitions and plays a key role in

extending our global reach. She is also an active member of the firm’s international networks and regularly speaks at network events as

an M&A specialist.

Sandra specialises in M&A, with particular strength in private equity and cross border transactions. Highlights of her experience include

acting for LDC on its acquisition of global advertising company, Blis; advising management on the buyout of CARE Fertility by Nordic

Capital from Silverfleet Capital; acting for private-equity backed PureGym on its acquisition of Danish-based Fitness World, advising the

sellers (including LDC) on the tertiary buyout of Addo Food Group (manufacturer of Pork Farms and Wall’s products) by PAI Partners and

advising the founders on the sale of Bridge Farm group to NorthEdge Capital, the subsequent sale of the group to NASDAQ-listed Sundial

Growers Inc., and the acquisition of the group from Sundial.

Expertise

Featured experience

Bspoke Insurance

Advised Bspoke Insurance on its acquisition of Miramar Underwriting and its disposal of One Commercial Specialty to Clear Insurance

Group.
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Littlefish

Advised LDC and management on secondary buyout of global IT services provider, Littlefish, by Bowmark Capital.

Rcapital

Advised Rcapital on its exit of facilities management solutions provider, Triosgroup, to Arcus FM.

Cubo Works

Advised the founders and management of Cubo Works on the equity investment by Literacy plc.
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,

"I want to express our sincere thanks to a rising star in your organisation – Sandra Wong…her hard work, attention to detail and

professionalism has impressed everyone on our side."

,

"You have been a pleasure to work with…never impatient, always efficient and suitably firm…always there and helpful when we wanted or

needed you…you made a huge impression on everyone."

,

"It’s been a real pleasure to work with Sandra. As well as being extremely dedicated and hardworking, she provided a huge amount of

added value the process from both a legal perspective and through her broader commercial understanding which was invaluable to the

client and the other advisors. We look forward to working with Sandra and Browne Jacobson again."

,

"Sandra has been brilliant – thorough, organised, incredibly hard-working, never flustered by the pace at which our process has moved.

She inspires real confidence that she has it under control and that her answers to queries are precise, timely and actually address the

question that was asked in a language a non-lawyer can understand. A pleasure to work with."
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